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Dear Supporter, 

It's been two years since LACLJ began providing services remotely, and we've learned a 
lot during this time. The biggest takeaway has been how our new remote model allows us 
to embody our trauma-informed approach more holistically and better serve low-income 
survivors throughout Los Angeles County. 

Before, to access free legal representation, survivors at times had to take time off 
work, coordinate childcare, and take several buses to get to our office in East LA. 
Now, survivors can meet with their attorney virtually with less disruption to their 
daily lives.  

However, not all transitions to remote services has benefited survivors in our community. 
Our spotlight story this month is just one example of how the court's well-meaning policy 
negatively impacted survivors' access to justice. Read more below. 

I am proud of our team for advocating for survivors' rights and uplifting their experiences to 
create positive change. We continue to be available to serve survivors in-person and are 
relieved our remote model means we can remove one more barrier to accessing safety 
and justice. 

Warmly, 

Norayma Cabot 
Executive Director
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In the past two years, we've been able to make significant strides to streamline remote
access for survivors appearing in remote court. However, with every win, our team
encountered a new barrier that hindered survivors' access to justice. 

While e-filing has been a critical resource offered at no cost for low-income users,
survivors and the nonprofits who serve them continued to experience challenges
navigating the system. In order to use the free resource, nonprofits had to be the
attorney of record, or a client had to create their own account which required a credit card,
or we could apply for a waiver, but the process would take too long for much of the
emergency orders survivors rely on. 

Instead of facilitating streamlined access to filing emergency protective orders, e-filing
became an unnecessary administrative burden. And without access, low-income
survivors were paying nearly $100 to file their restraining order! 

LACLJ Director of Legal Services, Carmen McDonald, has been working with the courts to
advocate for a better system. Thanks to her leadership and our partners at One Legal, low-
income survivors have access to an e-filing account which will automatically waive these
fees and remove the burden from survivors. 

Now, survivors can file their emergency protective orders more quickly and at no
cost, while also feeling greater sense of safety and security.

Thank you to everyone who joined us for our 2nd Annual Empower Run last month!
Whether under the sun or in the snow, we're so grateful to the over 130 participants from
all over the country who came out to support survivors of domestic violence and sexual
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assault. Shout-out to our participants all the way in Virginia, New York, Indiana,
Massachusetts, Georgia, Colorado and throughout California! 

Congratulations to our 1st Place Finishers: Diego Cabot (1 mile 8:07), Orlando Villalba (5K
22:22), and Elliot Harvey Schatmeier (10K 51:35)! 

Special thank you to our sponsor and the team at Kibler Fowler & Cave LLP for ensuring
low-income survivors have access to the resources they need to feel safe and build more
hopeful futures.

Check out our event slideshow!

Save the date for our annual gala! 
Sponsorship Packet - Tickets go on sale soon
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Los Angeles Center for Law and Justice 
5301 Whittier Blvd. 4th Floor 

Los Angeles, CA 90022
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